
Contributions
An execution platform

for coupling continuous and discrete models
in the domain of smart buildings

Goal
Providing a framework for effective virtual

testing of smart building applications

To describe smart building applications

DiaSpec: A domain-specific design language 
for Sense/Compute/Control systems
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Smart Building Application Modeling

device TemperatureSensor {
  attribute location as Location;
  source temperature as Float;
}

device Heater {
  attribute location as Location;
  action HeatControl { heat(); cool(); };
  action OnOff { on(); off(); };
}

context TemperatureRegulator as Regulation 
    indexed by location as Location {
  source temperature from TemperatureSensor;
}

controller HeaterController {
  context TemperatureRegulator;
  action OnOff,HeatControl on Heater;
}

Simulation Execution
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Smart building simulation

Physical environment simulation with Acumen
Discretizes in time the continuous physical properties

Provides physical property values to simulated 
active devices
Updates its state with respect to the actions of simulated 
active devices

Implementation and virtual testing
of a smart building application

Generated programming support from the 
smart building application description

Conformance between description and implementation

Virtual testing without any modification in the
smart building application implementation

public class TemperatureRegulator 
          extends AbstractTemperatureRegulator {

...
@Override
public void onNewTemperature(Float value, 

                              Location location) {
if (value < COMFORT_ZONE_MIN) {

         Regulation regulation = Regulation.HEAT;
         publish(regulation); 

} else if (value > COMFORT_ZONE_MAX) {
         Regulation regulation = Regulation.COOL;
         publish(regulation); 

}
}

}

Goal
To execute complete models

Contribution
Physical environment and active system models

mapped into executable simulation codes

Active device simulation with DiaSim
Graphical configuration of the active devices
Graphical rendering of the tested active system
Logging of the active system execution

Physical Environment Modeling

To describe physical environment properties

Acumen: A domain-specific description 
language for continuous systems

Goal

Contribution

(* Building topology *)
building=((0),(0,2),(0,1,3),(0,2));
(* Temperature in each building room *)
T=(T0,T1,T2,T3);
[ ... ] 
continuous
  foreach room in building begin
    T'[room] = 1/C[room] * 
      ((sum n < length(building[room]) in
          ((T[building[room][n]]-T[room]) / R_th[room][n])) 
        + Bh[room] * P[room] - Bc[room] * Q[room]
        + (sum p < length(occupants[room]) 
               in H[occupants[room][p]]));
  end

 boundary conditions
   T0 with T0(0) = 10;
   [ ... ]

Heat transfer in
a thermodynamics book

Heat transfer
in Acumen

HVAC Virtual Testing
Evaluation of smart building systems
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physical characteristics, HVAC systems interact with numerous active devices.
It retrieves information from sensors such as temperature, humidity and carbon
dioxide sensors. It also controls heaters, humidifiers and ventilators to provide
comfort and acceptable indoor air quality to occupants. Developing an HVAC
system that regulates these multiple physical characteristics is complex. Virtual
testing is useful for testing such system.

5.2 Global vs. Local Temperature Management

Multiple Regulating and Standards organizations define comfortable ranges of
temperature depending on the indoor humidity and the outside temperature. For
instance, ASHRAE defines the comfortable humidity and temperature ranges in
its “Thermal Environmental Conditions for Human Occupancy” standard. We
use these values for evaluating our HVAC control algorithms.

Originally, to keep the temperature in the comfort zone, HVAC systems had
a single thermostat and regulated the temperature everywhere using this single
thermostat. We call this strategy global temperature management. Global tem-
perature management is obviously not optimal, because the temperature can be
different in each room. To achieve finer grained, and more efficient regulation,
EnergyStar recommands managing the temperature locally [18]. In this case,
the building is divided in areas, each area with its own thermostat. We call this
strategy local temperature management. To illustrate virtual testing, we set up
an experiment to evaluate the effect of applying this recommandation to the
HVAC system of a 3-room house. We then observe the comfort and the energy
use differences between these two temperature management policies.

5.3 HVAC System Evaluation

Both global and local regulations use the same regulation logic. The only differ-
ence is the scope of this regulation. We name Tc−min and Tc−max, respectively
the lowest comfortable temperature and the highest comfortable temperature.
Our regulator needs to keep the temperature in a range [Tmin, Tmax]. If the tem-
perature is below Tmin, the HVAC system ventilates hot air. If the temperature
is above Tmax, the hot air stops being ventilated. Obviously, the logic of our reg-
ulator is very simple and could be refined. However, it is enough for illustrating
the variations we apply for testing this regulator.

In this virtual experiment, we use the temperature model presented in Sec-
tion 2. In this model, our virtually tested HVAC system has a heating power
of 1500 Watts and a cooling power of 600 Watts. The calculated thermal resis-
tance coefficients depend on the windows, doors and walls that compose these
boundaries.

Algorithmic Variation. In this section, we test several algorithms for our
temperature regulator and choose the most efficient one with respect to its energy
use. Tmin and Tmax are defined in Equation 4.

Tmin =Tc−min + a ∗ (Tc−max − Tc−min)

Tmax =Tc−min + b ∗ (Tc−max − Tc−min) (4)

a, b ∈ [0, 1] and a < b
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We test our HVAC system with different values of Tmin and Tmax over a
period of one month. We decrease these two values as long as comfort is pro-
vided 100% of the time. We choose January because heating is critical during
this month. The chosen outside temperatures correspond to Bordeaux average
temperatures in January. We test three different algorithms. The percentage of
time when the hot air is ventilated is presented in Figure 3. We see that these
algorithmic variations bring differences in terms of heater time of use. A low
range of temperature results in less heating time. Since the heaters have the
same power, the differences in the time of use of these heaters allow to evaluate
the energy consumption gain. The third algorithm in Figure 3 allows a 38% gain
of energy use compared to the first one.

Structural Variation. We also test two different configurations of active com-
ponents for comparing global and local temperature regulation. The global con-
figuration consists of one temperature sensor in the living-room and one heater
in each room. The local configuration consists of one temperature sensor and
one heater in each room. We use the most efficient algorithm from the previous
section. We test our HVAC system over the month of January. The comfort pro-
vided by these two configurations is presented in Figure 5. Local temperature
regulation provides perfect comfort to the three rooms of the house. In compar-
ison, global temperature regulation is not as comfortable for the occupants. The
bathroom temperature is comfortable for only 86% of the time. The percentage
of time when hot air is ventilated for the two types of regulation is presented in
Figure 4. We can see that global temperature management ventilates more hot
air than local temperature management. Our virtual testing framework allowed
us to see that following the EnergyStar recommandation enables to get a better
comfort with less energy use from the HVAC system.

Virtual Testing Accuracy. The user needs to carefully choose the accuracy
of his virtual testing. The accuracy of virtual testing depends on two param-

Comparison of two temperature regulation configurations
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We test our HVAC system with different values of Tmin and Tmax over a
period of one month. We decrease these two values as long as comfort is pro-
vided 100% of the time. We choose January because heating is critical during
this month. The chosen outside temperatures correspond to Bordeaux average
temperatures in January. We test three different algorithms. The percentage of
time when the hot air is ventilated is presented in Figure 3. We see that these
algorithmic variations bring differences in terms of heater time of use. A low
range of temperature results in less heating time. Since the heaters have the
same power, the differences in the time of use of these heaters allow to evaluate
the energy consumption gain. The third algorithm in Figure 3 allows a 38% gain
of energy use compared to the first one.

Structural Variation. We also test two different configurations of active com-
ponents for comparing global and local temperature regulation. The global con-
figuration consists of one temperature sensor in the living-room and one heater
in each room. The local configuration consists of one temperature sensor and
one heater in each room. We use the most efficient algorithm from the previous
section. We test our HVAC system over the month of January. The comfort pro-
vided by these two configurations is presented in Figure 5. Local temperature
regulation provides perfect comfort to the three rooms of the house. In compar-
ison, global temperature regulation is not as comfortable for the occupants. The
bathroom temperature is comfortable for only 86% of the time. The percentage
of time when hot air is ventilated for the two types of regulation is presented in
Figure 4. We can see that global temperature management ventilates more hot
air than local temperature management. Our virtual testing framework allowed
us to see that following the EnergyStar recommandation enables to get a better
comfort with less energy use from the HVAC system.
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We test our HVAC system with different values of Tmin and Tmax over a
period of one month. We decrease these two values as long as comfort is pro-
vided 100% of the time. We choose January because heating is critical during
this month. The chosen outside temperatures correspond to Bordeaux average
temperatures in January. We test three different algorithms. The percentage of
time when the hot air is ventilated is presented in Figure 3. We see that these
algorithmic variations bring differences in terms of heater time of use. A low
range of temperature results in less heating time. Since the heaters have the
same power, the differences in the time of use of these heaters allow to evaluate
the energy consumption gain. The third algorithm in Figure 3 allows a 38% gain
of energy use compared to the first one.

Structural Variation. We also test two different configurations of active com-
ponents for comparing global and local temperature regulation. The global con-
figuration consists of one temperature sensor in the living-room and one heater
in each room. The local configuration consists of one temperature sensor and
one heater in each room. We use the most efficient algorithm from the previous
section. We test our HVAC system over the month of January. The comfort pro-
vided by these two configurations is presented in Figure 5. Local temperature
regulation provides perfect comfort to the three rooms of the house. In compar-
ison, global temperature regulation is not as comfortable for the occupants. The
bathroom temperature is comfortable for only 86% of the time. The percentage
of time when hot air is ventilated for the two types of regulation is presented in
Figure 4. We can see that global temperature management ventilates more hot
air than local temperature management. Our virtual testing framework allowed
us to see that following the EnergyStar recommandation enables to get a better
comfort with less energy use from the HVAC system.

Virtual Testing Accuracy. The user needs to carefully choose the accuracy
of his virtual testing. The accuracy of virtual testing depends on two param-

Testing with different Tmin and Tmax values

Algorithmic variations 
Variations in the active controller algorithm

Structural variations 
Variations in the sensor and actuator configuration

Evaluation of an HVAC system in a 3-room house 

Algorithmic Variations Structural Variations

Temperature regulation algorithm
Global regulation: 1 thermostat per house 

Local regulation: 1 thermostat per room 

Fig. 4. 2D graphical rendering of a virtual house.

Virtual Testing Analysis. During a simulation, we log the values of the con-

tinuous and discrete variables. This allows to save the physical environmnent

state and the active device states at each simulation iteration. At the end of a

simulation, all logged variables are automatically plotted. This plot can serve

as a basis for analyzing events that occured during the simulation. If the user

is interested in a more specific analysis (e.g., energy consumption of the ac-

tive devices), it is easy to create dedicated plots with tools such as GNUplot.

For example, we created GNUplot scripts for reading the logged variables and

displaying the energy use and comfort level achieved in Section 6.

6 A Virtual Experiment

This section presents the active system analyses that enable our virtual testing

framework. Active systems can first be evaluated using algorithmic variations.
Indeed, multiple algorithms for the same active controller can be compared.

Virtually testing these algorithms can help us find the most efficient one with

respect to the functionalities of the active controllers. A second variation allowed

by virtual testing is structural variation. Multiple configurations of sensors and

actuators can be tried to choose the most efficient one. These variations are

facilitated by the DiaSpec approach, confining changes to the application logic.

To illustrate both types of variation, we evaluate a Heating, Ventilating and

Air-Conditioning (HVAC) system deployed in a house. The plan of the house is

illustrated in Figure 4. We apply algorithmic and structural variations to this

system for illustrating the usefulness of our virtual testing framework.

6.1 Heating, Ventilating and Air-Conditioning Systems

HVAC systems are responsible for providing thermal comfort and acceptable

indoor air quality to the building occupants. These systems are a standard part

of mechanical engineering curricula, see for example [17, 18]. HVAC systems

regulate multiple physical properties of a building. For example, temperature
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DiaGen-generated programming framework 

to ease the implementation

- provides dedicated support

- leverages DiaSpec descriptions

- provides high-level operations

    - entity discovery

    - entity and component interactions (RPC)

public class MyVisualManager extends VisualManager {

   ...

! !@Override

! !public void newsSelectorChanged(

      Proxy publisher, News news, Area newsArea) {

! ! ! ! ScreenComposite screens;

! ! ! ! screens = select(screensWhere()

                    .screenArea(eq(newsArea)));

! ! ! ! screens.display(new Information(news.value));

! !}

}

Application and Entity Implementation43

MOTIVATION

Covering the development life-cycle of a pervasive computing system

FEATURES
Domain-specific language to describe pervasive computing systems

Generated programming framework to ease the implementation

Simulator to test pervasive computing applications

DiaSuite : Prototyping Pervasive Computing 

Applications, A Tool-Based Methodology

DSL to describe a hierarchy of entities

- sensing capabilities: source

- actuating capabilities: action

- properties: attribute

DiaSpec - Taxonomy1

device BadgeReader {

    attribute BadgeReaderArea as Area;

    source BadgeDetected as Badge;

    source BadgeDisappeared as Badge;

}

device Screen {

    attribute ScreenArea as Area;

    action Show as Display;

}

interface Display {

    display(Data as Information);

} 

...

context Proximity as UserProfile

  indexed by ProximityArea as Area { 

    source BadgeDetected, 

           BadgeDisappeared

           from BadgeReader; 

}

controller VisualManager {

    context NewsSelector;

    context ScheduleSelector;

    action Show on Screen;

}

...

DSL to describe architecture

- context component: 

   filters, interprets, aggregates data

- controller component: 

   receives application-level data 

   and acts on entities

DiaSpec - Architecture2

Taxonomy

Architecture
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Distributed back-ends to deploy applications

- application code independent of underlying technologies

- multiple distributed systems technologies:

  WebServices, RMI, SIP

System Deployment

SIP

WebServices

RMI

6

DiaSim - Editor/Renderer

- generated simulation support

- hybrid simulation

- dedicated simulator

5

- transparent simulation

- editor/2D-renderer

DiaSim to test applications
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